
Branding Mistakes and
How to Avoid Them

Much of higher and independent education has become obsessed

with branding. Unfortunately, far too many college, university and

school branding initiatives today are about superficialities—meaningless taglines,
expensive investments in graphic identities, glitzy publications, and advertising
campaigns—all undertaken in the futile hope that they will somehow transform an
institution’s standing. Some of these communications efforts are little more than
expressions of institutional vanity, whereas others can be valid, derivative expressions
of a brand concept. All, however, are tactics, not a brand strategy itself.

Perhaps engaging in this superficial version of branding is so popular because it seems
to promise an alternative to addressing the tough issues that really make a difference
in a college, university or school’s future: pursuing distinctive approaches to educa-
tion, nurturing its intellectual and creative culture, and supporting inventive academic
and social initiatives that both advance the institution’s mission and strengthen its
position in the marketplace. In our view, a meaningful branding initiative should:

Focus on the product. While we are loathe to reduce a college or independent school
education to the same level as an expensive kitchen appliance or luxury automobile,
there is no doubt that the most effective branding in higher and independent educa-
tion concerns first and foremost the nature of the education or experience a college or
school provides—in other words, the product. Few successfully branded institutions
set an innovative educational course driven primarily by the interests of the market-
place. Rather, promising marketing opportunities follow from the development of
substantive educational distinctions that ultimately resonate with key constituencies.
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Chart 1 indicates ratings given by admitted

applicants at a leading comprehensive research

university to four brand/positioning models

tested in our research. The graph displays short-

hand descriptions for more robust models that

were tested in the research.

Using a conventional rating scale of 1–10 that

measures overall appeal, each of the four models

tested very well, with only a 0.7 difference

between the highest and lowest rated model.

This conventional research approach would lead

to the conclusion that any of the four models

tested would have a nearly equal impact on

admitted applicants. But that would be wrong.

CHART 1 High appeal of brands/positions tested
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Focus on strategic goals that are well-defined and long-term in scope. The types
of goals on which successful branding efforts are based go far beyond awareness
and image, and indeed beyond operational objectives such as admit rates, yield,
alumni giving, and the like. Instead of asking, “How can we be better known?”
well-defined goals address the more critical question: “What should we be known
for?” Until the latter question is answered, an institution’s branding efforts will
lack any meaning. And the “what for” is not a list of pleasant or appealing attrib-
utes, but a definition of the institution that makes it absolutely special in the
minds of its key markets. Most branding initiatives today fall far short of this goal,
diminishing institutions through simple-minded slogans.

Pay particular attention to competitive positioning. It is easy to get caught up in
the jargon of “brand personality,” “brand essence,” and so forth. In the crowded
landscape of American higher and independent education, though, what typically
matters most is positioning. This means both satisfying the threshold requirements
that can place the institution in the consideration set of its key constituencies and
differentiating itself from other options they are considering in ways that matter
enough to sway their decision in its favor.

Make critical branding decisions on a sound empirical basis. In a word, much
branding research today is dreadful. Many institutions take a reductive approach,
assuming that the marketplace will respond to what the institution values and
stands for. Among those that do some market testing, focus groups are the pre-
dominant method, followed closely by generic image studies. While these tools
may provide some understanding of what people prefer or believe, they are hardly
the basis for the decisions about branding strategy in which so much will be
invested. If your branding research cannot provide an accurate and reliable basis
for measuring how various branding options will actually affect the behavior and
decisions of your key markets, it’s not worth doing.

Integrate everything you do. While many consultants talk about integrated mar-
keting as if it were revelation, in truth it’s just common sense. The reality is that
marketing and branding efforts in higher and independent education have to com-
pete not only with those of other colleges, universities and schools for the attention
of prospective students and other constituencies, but also with the hundreds of
other enterprises attempting to pound their brands and messages into the sensory-
overloaded hearts and minds of the same audiences. This means that higher and
independent education, with comparatively paltry resources at its disposal, must
spend every marketing penny as if it were the last. Intelligent, highly-coordinated,
tight-fisted management of marketing activities is essential. Every activity must be
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CHART 2 Despite high appeal, some brands/positions produce negative enrollment results

Chart 2 paints a very different picture. It

reports the impact of each of the brand/

positioning models on the actual matriculation

decisions of admitted applicants. Three of the

four models tested have a negative impact,

demonstrating that the measures of appeal

used in conventional research can lead to

decisions that inadvertently undermine an

institution’s strategic enrollment goals.



part of an integrated scheme, each serving the same overarching strategic goals
and communicating related themes and messages.

Commit for the long haul. Remember Eastern Airlines? In the last decade of its
existence, this venerable survivor of the early days of aviation adopted a strategy
equivalent to “brand du jour.” One year it was “The Wings of Man,” the next
some equally empty slogan cooked up no doubt in countless focus groups con-
ducted in the suburban enclaves of the world.

Branding in higher and independent education often suffers from the same
problem. Every few years, expensive marketing materials are discarded and new
ones created, churning out new themes, taglines, and images with alarming
frequency. Even more substantive strategies are often disrupted by fundamental
shifts in direction with the arrival of each new president and headmaster. Not only
is this wasteful, it is counterproductive. Consistency and longevity are essential
ingredients of a successful college, university and school branding effort. And not
just over a few years, but for decades.

Place branding in its proper institutional context. Why should an institution try to
brand itself in the first place? Many institutions miss the mark, taking a narrow
view reliant on language and visuals that distill attributes of the institution into
an easily digestible formula. Others pursue the brand as an end in itself (a serious
mistake for an institution of higher and independent education, in our view) with
some even planning for a corporate-like model of vice presidents for brand man-
agement owning the brand and all that it affects. Perhaps if higher and independ-
ent education were selling soap or sugared water this would be a good idea.

In contrast, we would argue, the proper purpose of branding is to affect behaviors
in the marketplace—decisions whether to apply, matriculate, give, volunteer, hire,
and so forth—specifically in order to enable the institution to achieve its mission
and larger ambitions. This should indeed focus the institution, informing its sub-
stantive strategic planning as well as driving its communications.

But the brand is a means to an end, not the end itself. It captures the trans-
forming distinctions of a college, university or school that are unique to that
institution and that enable the dreams and aspirations of its constituents. But it
is those distinctions, not the brand, that determine an institution’s future. That’s
where the attention of presidents, headmasters and other institutional leaders
needs to be focused.
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Chart 3 reports the impact on matriculation

decisions of the winning “applied learning”

brand/positioning model revealed in Chart 2

set against 12.5 and 25 percent tuition price

increases. As the data demonstrates, success-

fully building this institution’s brand/position

around the “applied learning” model would

produce enrollment gains that would almost

fully offset the losses from a 12.5 percent

tuition increase.

CHART 3 A powerful brand/position can offset the negative consequences of a tuition increase
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The A&S Difference

Art & Science Group, LLC, specializes in market-informed strategy for colleges
and universities and the non-profit sector. Our work is a synthesis of intellectual
ingenuity and empirical rigor—art and science—providing incisive analysis and
inventive ideas to advance each client’s strategic interests. We are highly regarded
for the intelligence of our analysis and solutions.

We work in every arena that depends on market intelligence:
• Market-informed strategic planning
• Enrollment management and student recruitment
• Development and alumni relations
• Tuition pricing and financial aid
• Enrollment growth analysis and planning

Several distinctions set Art & Science apart from other consulting firms serving
higher education:

ORIGINAL: Ingenious approaches to our clients’ circumstances and challenges.
We have no canned, cut and paste, off the shelf solutions.

DATA-DRIVEN: A rock-solid empirical basis for each client’s most urgent decisions
and investments. Art & Science Group has pioneered and steadily advanced
research innovations that provide the most reliable evidence possible for the critical
marketing decisions and investments facing every institution.

ACTION-ORIENTED: Carefully drawn strategic and tactical roadmaps to achieve
our clients’ institutional goals. We work very closely with each client to ensure
our recommendations are feasible and effective.

COLLABORATIVE: Our clients’ leaders, faculty, staff, and students are partners
in our work. The best advice cannot guarantee success unless a campus community
is fully invested in research and recommendations.

Our work often leads to transformational results—institutional change of real
consequence. We help institutions make the profound and often difficult decisions
important to their future.

Rick Hesel
Principal
(410) 377-7880 ext. 12
hesel@artsci.com

David Strauss
Principal
(410) 377-7880 ext. 15
strauss@artsci.com

Visit our web site www.artsci.com
for more information on our services,
experience, and clients.
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